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1 Introduction

The models used to carry out assessments of the economic damages due to
climate change are long-term growth models and general equilibrium models
(Nordhaus (1994), Tol (1996), Peck and Teisberg (1992), Ambrosi et al. (2003)
or Hallegatte (2005),...). They are based on equilibrium representations of the
economy, assuming any non-equilibrium (i) to be transient, (ii) to last a short
period of time with respect to the time step of the model, (iii) to have negligible
impacts on the long-term trajectory of the model (i.e. it is possible to average
the short-term perturbations over a long time step without changing the long-
term behavior of the model). This does not seem to hold for most of the climate
change impacts since the influence of climate upon the economy is likely to
involve mainly short-term non-equilibrium processes: threshold crossing and
consequences on production, brutal changes in expectations, and, as already
stated by Goodess et al. (2003), extreme event impacts on installed productive
capital.

Such short time scale phenomena are captured by short-term econometric
models, that are used for economic short-term forecasts. But conversely, these
models are unable to simulate long-term trajectories. As a consequence, there
seems to be a need for a new modeling approach, able both to simulate long-
term trajectories over more than one century and to capture, even roughly,
short-term disequilibria. The work presented here is a first attempt at following
this track.
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To do so, we start from the Solow (1956) growth model, because of its simplic-
ity, its ability to represent the long-term pathways of developing economies
and the possibility of exploring the consequences of long-term evolutions of
parameters. But in this model, equilibrium constraints on the goods, labor
and investment markets are implicitly satisfied, even if the lack of evidence
for the existence of a stable equilibrium has been emphasized (e.g. Arrow,
1989). In his Nobel Prize lecture, Solow (1988) also emphasized the distinc-
tion between ”equilibrium perturbation” and ”any perturbation”. The Solow
model can only deal with equilibrium perturbations and assumes the absence
of shocks that would break its intrinsic equilibrium constraints. This limitation
is quite acceptable when addressing the consequence of long-term evolutions
in productivity or population, but Solow (2000) recognized that the neoclas-
sical hypotheses do not hold for short-term dynamics: ”I can easily imagine
that there is a ”true” macrodynamics, valid at every time scale. [...] At short
time scales, I think, something sort of ”Keynesian” is a good approximation
[...]. At very long time scales, the interesting questions are best studied in a
neoclassical framework [...]”.

To investigate these issues, we modified every equilibrium constraint of the
Solow model in a still very crude but dynamic approach, by (i) introducing
stocks and delays into the adjustments of the economic variables; and (ii) intro-
ducing an investment decision module inspired by the Kalecki’s ideas (Kalecki,
1937), where investment is a function of the instantaneous profitability. This
follows the ideas of Howitt (1994), who asked for introducing ”the agents that
post and change the prices whose adjustment is critical to any kind of adjust-
ment, that hold buffer stocks to allow others to trade even when their purchase
and sale plans have not been pre-coordinated”. The fact that price and wages
are not fixed but evolve with delays allows for Keynesian behavior over the
short-term and neoclassical behavior over the long-term.

In this article, the dynamic model NEDyM is presented and comprehensively
described in a first section. The second section assesses its validity through a
comparison with a Solow-type model and with observed short-term economic
shocks.

2 A Non-Equilibrium Dynamic Model (NEDyM)

NEDyM is a highly idealized macro-economic model that follows the classical
Solow growth model in considering an economy with one representative pro-
ducer, one representative consumer and one good, used both for consumption
and investment.

The original Solow (1956) model is composed of a static core describing the
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Symbol Description Unit

L labor millions of workers

w wages monetary

K capital physical

p price monetary

G goods inventory physical

F liquid assets of banks and companies monetary

M consumer stock of money monetary

Γinv producer investment ratio no unit

Y production physical

C consumption physical

D demand (=sales) physical

Div dividends monetary

Π gross profits monetary

S available savings monetary

I investment physical

Ld optimal labor demand millions of workers

Yd optimal production (corresponding to Ld) physical

Le effective labor demand millions of workers

Table 1
List of the model variables.

market equilibrium, and a dynamic relationship describing the productive cap-
ital evolution. In NEDyM, we translate the static core into dynamic laws of
motion by building delays into the pathways toward equilibrium. This device
introduces short-term Keynesian dynamics into the model.

The 17 variables are described in Tab.1 and the set of equations is reproduced
in the following sections.

2.1 Productive capital dynamics

NEDyM’s modeling of the productive capital does not differ from Solow’s.

dK

dt
=

−1

τdep

K + I (1)
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2.2 Goods market

In the Solow model, the price p is determined by the equality of production
Y and demand D, Y = D. In NEDyM, Y 6= D and a goods inventory G is
introduced, filled by Y and emptied by D. At any time t, Y can differ from D:
temporary overproduction or underproduction is possible. The dynamics of the
goods inventory is driven by the difference between production and demand.
It can be either positive or negative. It should be interpreted as a selling
lag (or the opposite of a delivery lag): a positive value refers to temporary
overproduction and can be interpreted as the time necessary to a producer
to sell the goods he produced. A negative value refers to underproduction
and can be interpreted as the time it takes a consumer to get the goods
he ordered 1 . Underproduction can come from the technical lag to produce,
transport and distribute goods and from possible undercapacity due to the
inertia to build up new capacities. Price increases or decreases as a function
of the goods inventory situation and of the difference between production and
demand, tending to return the state of the model to the equilibrium Y = D
with a null goods inventory (G = 0). This relaxation toward equilibrium
guarantees the long-term “conservation of mass” in the model: any good that
is produced is eventually sold, any good that is bought is eventually produced.
As a consequence, the equality of production and demand is verified over the
long term, but the delays in price adjustment can break this equality in the
short term.

• Goods inventory:

dG

dt
= Y − D (2)

• Price evolution:

dp

dt
= −p ·

(

α1

price ·
Y − D

Y
+ α2

price ·
G

Y

)

(3)

The price is driven by two factors: (i) the production/demand mismatch
and (ii) the inventory state. The first effect, with a coefficient α1

price, drives
the economy toward the production/demand equilibrium; The second effect,
with a coefficient α2

price, insures the goods conservation.
• Production function (Cobb-Douglas function):

Y = f(L,K) = A · Lλ · Kµ (4)

with λ = 2/3 and µ = 1/3. Note that the productive capital is considered
as a physical object (machines, plants, infrastructures...), not only as a

1 This also allows to account for services, which are a large part of the current
economy and which cannot be stocked, like goods.
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sum of monetary investments. This allows to consider productive capital
destruction (e.g. infrastructures damages by flooding).

• Demand (D) is the sum of consumption (C) and physical investment (I).

D = C + I (5)

2.3 The labor market

In the Solow model, w is such that L = efull · Lmax: the economy is always at
full employment. NEDyM models instead the producer as setting an effective
labor demand Le that would maximize its profits, as a function of the price
and the wages; the latter are flexible over the long term and rigid over the
short term. The number of employed workers L is driven by this effective
labor demand with a delay. If labor demand is higher (resp. lower) than the
equilibrium level efull · Lmax, the wage increases (resp. decreases), so as to
drive the employment level back to its equilibrium value.

• Employment rate evolution:

dL

dt
=

−1

τempl

(L − Le) (6)

The producer adjusts the number L of workers in order to attain his
effective labor demand Le. Technical constraints, however, prevent an in-
stantaneous adjustment process: changing the labor/capital ratio requires
the producer to adapt the working organization and, possibly, even the pro-
ductive capital has to be changed. Additionally, worker protection laws,
administrative tasks, transaction costs and the search for qualified work-
ers are also involved in the adjustment process. This is taken into account
through the parameter τempl, which is the e-folding time of the convergence
of L toward Le.

• Wage evolution:

dw

dt
=

w

τwage

(L − efull · Lmax) (7)

Following Rose (1967), wages are solely determined by the employment
rate, with a given characteristic time. Calibrating τwage allows NEDyM to
account for rigidities in the labor market. Wages increase when the employ-
ment rate is high, because of the corresponding negotiating power of the
workers, individually or through trade unions.

At this stage no prevailing inflation climate nor price inflation expecta-
tions are taken into account, in spite of their potential importance (e.g.,
Chiarella and Flaschel, 2000). Additional factors that may affect the dif-
ferential relation (7) need eventually to be discussed because the social
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organization, the institutional conditions, the worker protection laws and
agreements between social groups play an important role in determining
wages.

• Optimization of the producer’s demand of labor:
The producer aims at optimizing his labor demand Ld, assuming that his

production will be sold and equating the labor marginal productivity to the
real wage. This optimization is modeled by the diagnostic relation:

w

p
=

df

dL
(Ld, K) (8)

• Effective labor demand: Labor demand may be limited by the number of
available workers.

Le = Min( Lmax , Ld ) (9)

2.4 Consumer behavior

In the Solow model, total income from wages and profits, i.e. (wL + Π), is
always equal to consumption plus savings, i.e. (pC + S). In NEDyM, the
consumer has an income of (wL+Div), wages plus dividends, and can consume
C; in addition he can save, either by stocking (in his stock of money M) or
by making this savings available for investment (S) through the purchase of
new equity (for more details, see below the Producer behavior section).

• Consumer stock of money:

dM

dt
= (wL + Div) − (pC + S) (10)

This stock introduces a delay in the consumer behavior: an increase in
the income will progressively raise consumption and savings.

• Consumption :

C = (1 − γsave) ·
1

p
· αM · M (11)

At each instant, the consumer “spends” (i.e. consumption plus available
savings) a constant part of his stock of money, αMM . This relation intro-
duces a delay in the behavior of the consumer with respect to the change in
his income. Moreover, it means that, when his income increases, his equilib-
rium stock of money increases also, so as to take into account the need for
an increased stock of money to buy more goods. The distribution between
available savings S and consumption C is fixed exogenously by γsave.

• Savings:

S = γsave · αM · M (12)
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Contrary to the physical investment and the consumption (which are
measured in physical units, since they represent bought goods), savings is
measured in monetary units.

2.5 Producer behavior

In the Solow model, sales pD equal wages wL plus profits Π, and investment
I equals savings S. A key feature of NEDyM is its introducing an investment
module, inspired by the ideas of Kalecki (1937). The stock of liquid assets
F of banks and companies is modeled prognostically; here F includes both
the producer’s stock of money and that of financial intermediaries like banks.
The stock F is filled by gross profits Π and by the available savings S from
consumers.

We assume that the consumers’ savings S are made available to companies
by sales of new equity, directly or through financial intermediaries. Assuming
that the Modigliani-Miller theorem’s hypotheses are verified (Modigliani and
Miller, 1958), adding debts and loans does not change the investment problem.

At each time, a fixed part αF F of F is used for physical investment and for
distributing dividends. An investment ratio Γinv is used to distribute αF F
between physical investment I and dividends Div.

Note that the dividends are that part of the company’s liquid assets that is re-
distributed to the consumers. They are also sometimes referred to as the simple
cash flow definition of profit. These dividends include redistributed dividends,
but also sales of assets, capital gains, spinoffs to shareholders, repurchase of
shares, payments in liquidation, payoffs resulting from merger or acquisition,
and awards in shareholders’ lawsuits. The equivalence between all these cate-
gories is comprehensively demonstrated in Copeland and Weston (2003). This
NEDyM modeling choice is justified by the fact that when there is higher
financial investment than physical investment, the additional part goes back
to the shareholders either as an increase in dividends or as a consequence of
share spinoffs.

As a consequence, available savings can be either used for productive invest-
ments or for redistributing dividends. This second possibility is responsible for
a money loop from the consumer stock of money, transfered through savings
to the producer stock of money, and transfered back to the consumer stock
of money through dividends. This loop can be interpreted as the process that
changes, at equilibrium, the unrelated ex ante savings and investment into
consistent ex post variables. Whatever the amount of available savings, if the
economic situation is such that the capital profitability is low, these savings
will not be transformed into physical investments but be redistributed through
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Div. Thus, the equality between savings and investment does not hold: sav-
ings and investment decisions are independent, at least to some extent. This
loop has a very short characteristic time, of a few weeks, which explains the
shortness of the model timestep (see below).

NEDyM assumes that physical investment I is driven, via Γinv, by the capital
profitability, with an inertia that represents: (i) the fact that producers want
to avoid uncertainties and adjustment costs (Day, 1979; Lucas, 1967) and thus
do not react instantaneously to price signals; and (ii) the delay between the
time an investment is decided upon and the time it is realized (Kalecki, 1937).

• Changes in the producer stock of liquid assets F are thus given by the
differential relation:

dF

dt
= Π + S − Div − pI . (13)

• Gross profits Π are given by sales pD minus labor costs wL:

Π = pD − wL . (14)

• Dividends - Physical investment distribution:

p · I + Div = αF · F (15)

The producer uses a fixed amount of his stock of liquid assets for physical
investment and redistributed dividends.

I =











Γinv ·
1

p
· (αF · F ) if αF · F > 0

0 if αF · F ≤ 0
(16)

The distribution between physical investment and redistributed dividends
depends on the investment ratio Γinv.

• Producer investment ratio:
We model investment as a function of profitability (Kalecki, 1937; Rose,

1967; Malinvaud, 1982), and not as a function of the aggregated demand
level, as in investment accelerator models (e.g., Harrod, 1939; Goodwin,
1951; Schinasi, 1981). Following the first set of authors, currently observed
values are assumed to represent expected values perfectly, since short-term
expectations seem to dominate over the long-term ones.

dΓinv

dt
=











αinv(γmax − Γinv) ·
(

Div
p·K

− ρ
)

if Div
p·K

− ρ > 0

αinv(Γinv − γmin) ·
(

Div
p·K

− ρ
)

if Div
p·K

− ρ ≤ 0
(17)

The distribution between dividends and investment depends on the divi-
dends per capital unit: if the dividends per capital unit are higher than the
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required return on equity ρ, the producer increases his physical investments;
if the dividends per capital unit are lower than ρ, the producer reduces his
investments to redistribute the required amount. So far, ρ is fixed exoge-
nously.

In this modeling the producer is controlled by the shareholders, who are
supposed to aim at maximizing the return on equity; it can be interpreted as
giving priority to the shareholders’ wealth: the producer invests the amount
that is available when the required amount of dividends has been paid to
the shareholders.

The extrema γmin = 0 and γmax = 0.8 of Γinv are ad hoc parameters that
represent respectively the positivity of investment and the cash-flow con-
straint. The choice of their values does not change qualitatively the model
behavior.

3 NEDyM steady state and dynamics

3.1 Calibration and Steady state

If the productivity (A) is constant, NEDyM has a stable equilibrium, Six model
parameters (A, efull, γsave, Lmax, ρ and τdep; see Table 2) are chosen such that
this equilibrium state is the 2001 economic state of the European Union (15
countries). This choice is made so as to give our model results a somewhat
realistic flavor. So far, no calibration of the other seven parameters (αinv, αF ,
αM , α1

p, α2

p, τempl, τwage) has been carried out, because these parameters do
not influence the equilibrium state of the model: reasonable values are chosen
in an ad hoc manner. All parameter values used in this section are listed in
Table 2. The corresponding equilibrium state is reproduced in Table 3, where
it is compared with observed values for the European economy from Eurostat
(2002).

We note that out of the available amount of money of 6 trillion euros (available
savings S plus gross profits Π), 2 trillions are used for physical investment I
and 4 trillions are redistributed as dividends Div (in the broad sense i.e. in-
cluding dividends, spinoff to shareholders, etc.). Moreover, total income (wages
wL plus dividends Div) is 10 trillion euros, greater than GDP (9 trillion eu-
ros). This is explained by the fact that we do not consider net flows over one
year (as the national accounting system does) but oriented flows (summed
over one year). In NEDyM, as explained above, there is a “useless” loop from
the consumer stock of money, through consumer savings, on to dividends and
back to the consumer stock of money. This loop is not captured in the national
accounting. If we calculated instead net flows that are comparable with the na-
tional accounting system, dividends (ex ante value) in the model are reduced
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Symbol Description Value

A total productivity A = 3.2 · 10−4

efull equilibrium rate of employment efull = 93%

Lmax total number of workers (in millions) Lmax = 180

ρ required return on equity ρ = 10% · yr−1

γsave consumer saving ratio γsave = 0.3

τdep capital depreciation characteristic time τdep = 20 years

αF using rate of the producer liquid assets αF = 20% yr−1

αM using rate of the consumer money stock αM = 20% yr−1

τempl employment characteristic time τempl = 2 years

τwage wages characteristic time τwage = 2 years

α1

price 1st price coefficient α1

price = 10−2

α2

price 2nd price coefficient α2

price = 10−2

αinv producer investment ratio coefficient αinv = 10

Table 2
List of the model parameter values. The 6 first parameters determine the model
equilibrium and are calibrated such that this equilibrium is the 2001 economic state
of the European Union (15 countries). The other parameters are not calibrated but
their values are chosen in an ad hoc manner.

to 3 trillion euros (ex post value) and consumer savings (ex ante value) are
reduced to 2 trillion euros (ex post value), leading to a consistent equilibrium.

With the parameter set given in Table 2, the equilibrium values of the NEDyM
variables correspond to the steady state of a neo-classical Solow model with
an equivalent savings ratio γ∗

save = 22%. However, their responses to shocks
are different, as will be demonstrated in the following sections.

3.2 Dynamic properties of NEDyM

With a regular growth rate of productivity A of 2% per year, the model follows
a conventional pathway: production increases by 3% a year; and real wages
and real capital incomes grow regularly under full employment.

To understand better of the model response to shocks, let us consider NEDyM
and its ’Solowian’ equivalent, both without productivity growth, and let us
compare how they react to a 10% instantaneous decrease of the productivity
coefficient A, starting from an identical equilibrium and, in the absence of
hysterisis, ending in the same steady state.
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Steady state 2001 EU-15

Symbol Description (and net flows) observed values

Y production (=demand) 9 8.8

L number of employed workers 93% 92.6 %

wL total annual wages 6 5.6

C consumption 7 6.8

S available savings 3 (2) 1.8

Div annual dividends 4 (3) 3.2

I physical investment 2 1.8

Table 3
NEDyM steady state (when necessary the corresponding net flows defined simi-
larly with the national accounting system are in parentheses) and EU-15 economic
variables in 2001 according to Eurostat (2002). Every value is in trillions of euros.
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Fig. 1. Model response to a 10% decrease in productivity, for NEDyM and the Solow
model. Over the long term, both models have the same final state.

Figure 1, which displays the responses of both models, show that the transient
frictions are responsible for a stronger shock in NEDyM than in the Solow
model.

The underlying mechanism in NEDyM is as follows. Production decreases in-
stantaneously after the shock on productivity, and this decrease is amplified by
the fact that, because of price and wage rigidities, a lower labor productivity
leads to a lower employment rate. In parallel, the decrease of profits reduces
the re-invested share of savings. The resulting reduction in consumption and
investment lead to a Keynesian amplification of the initial shock. At the apex
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of the crisis peak two years after the productivity shock, the unemployment is
3% higher than its equilibrium level. This unemployment disappears 10 years
after the shock as a result of the labor market adjustment, and is followed by
a slight overshoot due to inertia. In the Solow model instead, the wage adjust-
ment is assumed instantaneous, which explains the large difference between
the short-term responses of the two models.

The new steady state is reached about 50 years after the shock in NEDyM,
mainly because of the slow adjustment in the productive capital. This 50-year
characteristic time of the economy in NEDyM has to be compared with the
100-year characteristic time of the Solow model. This difference is due to the
investment ratio adjustment, in response to price signals, which is possible in
NEDyM, unlike in the Solow model: in the present experiment, the investment
ratio decreases by 22%, and the overall physical investment by 30%.

If the productivity is decreased by the same 10%, but now progressively instead
of instantaneously, the NEDyM behavior gets closer from the Solow behavior
as the productivity decrease becomes slower. While an instantaneous decrease
in productivity yields, at the crisis peak, an underemployment increase of 3%
and an investment ratio decrease of 22%, a 20-year progressive decrease of the
productivity yields only an underemployment maximum increase of 0.5% and
an investment ratio decrease of 5%. If the productivity is decreased over 40
years, underemployment increases only by less than 0.2% and the investment
ratio by 3%. At the infinite limit, if the time scale of the productivity decrease
is much longer than the model time scales, there is no additional underem-
ployment nor changes in the investment ratio. In that latter case, NEDyM is
totally equivalent to the Solow model.

3.3 Conclusions about NEDyM

If NEDyM cannot be considered as a realistic model because of its simplicity
and the lack of some major processes, it is able to reproduce the Solow model
behavior when the parameters are changing slowly. When shocks occur, break-
ing the equilibrium, the model response exhibits short-term Keynesian char-
acteristics that are qualitatively consistent with observed economic responses.
This fulfills the Solow requirement for an economic dynamics Keynesian over
the short-term and neoclassical over the long-term.

NEDyM is very simple. However, this kind of simple models has the advantage
to be general enough to be robust to the technical and institutional changes to
be experienced in the next century. As a consequence such a simple model can
be considered as a good tool to get a better understanding of the consequences
of climate change.
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